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By Margaret Dickinson

Pan Macmillan. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Jenny's War, Margaret Dickinson, Is
it possible for a ten-year-old girl to fall in love? Jenny Mercer thought so. Evacuated to Lincolnshire
from the East End of London at the outbreak of war, she is frightened of the wide open spaces and
the huge skies. At first, she is treated badly by the two spinsters with whom she is billeted. But the
kindly Thornton family soon makes her feel welcome. And no one more so than Georgie, the
handsome RAF fighter pilot, who is caught up in the battle for Britain's survival. When Georgie is
posted missing, presumed killed, Jenny is devastated and there is more heartbreak when her
mother demands that she return home to the dangerous city streets now under almost daily attack
from enemy bombers. Dot never hides the fact that her daughter's birth was a mistake and kindness
and care towards Jenny comes, not from her mother, but from their neighbours across the street,
the Hutton family. The only other person to show concern for Jenny is, strangely, Dot's 'fancy man',
Arthur Osborne, who moves into the terraced house. But is Arthur only interested in the girl
because...
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ReviewsReviews

This book is great. I have go through and so i am confident that i will going to read through once again again in the future. I am just easily can get a
satisfaction of looking at a written book.
-- Miss Vernie Schimmel-- Miss Vernie Schimmel

The book is easy in study easier to comprehend. I have study and that i am certain that i will gonna read once again once again in the foreseeable future.
Your lifestyle span will likely be transform the instant you comprehensive reading this pdf.
-- Dr. Jaydon Mosciski-- Dr. Jaydon Mosciski
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